.

Show Saddles

STYLE.
PERFORMANCE.
DURABILITY.
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Ideal Saddles are a market leader in the
design and manufacture of fine saddles.
For over thirty years we have been based
in Walsall, the home of English saddlery,
and we believe our range of saddles
offers unrivalled choice in quality and
style for the discerning rider. With skilled
fitting, the finest workmanship and our
trademark flexibility we create the Ideal
Saddle. Ensuring that both rider and
horse achieve their best.

HAND-CRAFTED
PERFECTION.
Ideal Saddles are a market leader in the
design and manufacture of fine saddles.
For over thirty years we have been based
in Walsall, the home of English saddlery,
and we believe our range of saddles
offers unrivalled choice in quality and
style for the discerning rider. With skilled
fitting, the finest workmanship and our
trademark flexibility we create the Ideal
Saddle. Ensuring that both rider and
horse achieve their best.
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THE HEART AND SOUL
OF THE IDEAL SADDLE.
The heart of the Ideal Saddle, a WRS saddle tree,
has been fashioned through exhaustive research
and development, being designed and tested by
some of the world’s elite riders, thus provides an
exceptional fit on the horse.

If the tree is the heart of a
saddle then the leather is its
soul. Ideal knows more than a
little about leather and is expert
in sourcing the finest materials
for its products to ensure every
item of saddlery is made from
the most appropriate
leather of the
highest quality.

All trees are manufactured from birch wood
laminate veneers in a unique 3D jigsaw method;
clamped together and then oven cured for
superior strength.
The more open arch gives good clearance on
the horse’s withers. The points are specifically
designed so as not to impede the horse’s shoulder
movements. The angle of the side bars allows for a
narrower twist, enabling the rider to achieve
a closer leg position to the horse.
The bars are also anatomically
constructed to follow the
contours of the horses back.

All our trees a re manufactured to surpass the
latest British Standard BS 6635:2015
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Finesse Show

Working Hunter

This saddle has developed from our ever
popular Ramsay show saddle, it has a tree
more suitable for horses of a larger stature.
The saddle is slightly bigger overall with more
width to the seat, transferring the riders’
weight evenly through a broader bearing area
on the horse, but ensures a close and slim
lined feel.
Sizes 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"
Applications General Riding,
Training, Showing

RANCH

BLACK

SALA

Flat seat

C lose contact seat

This ever-popular design is available with
wool flocked or insert panels, and has the
option of coming with point straps.
Sizes 14, 15, 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"*
Applications Hacking, Flatwork, General
Riding, Training, Showing, Jumping

C lose
contact
panel

RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

Working Hunter Show Cut
Padded thigh roll

The show version has a slightly straighter cut flap
and panel, and is also available with point straps.

Straight cut

Sizes 14, 15, 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"*

Ramsay

Applications Hacking, Flatwork, General
Riding, Training, Showing

This saddle was developed in conjunction with
Marjorie Ramsay and is offered on general
release with her kind permission. The saddle
is designed to sit close to the horse by the
use of very flat panels. Removable hook and
loop fastening knee rolls are available on this
saddle on request.
Sizes 14", 15", 16", 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"
Applications Flatwork, Training, Showing

RANCH BLACK

SALA

RANCH BLACK

C lose contact
f lat panels

SALA

MILITARY

Josephine
Developed for the adult show competitor, this
saddle is designed on the Jessica tree with a
straight show cut flap and panel.

Straight cut

Sizes 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"

MILITARY

Applications Flatwork, General Riding, Showing

Hook & loop rolls

RANCH BLACK

SALA

* Available on special request.

MILITARY
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Style. Performance. Durability.
Sales: 01922 620233

www.idealsaddle.com
The Old School, Hollyhedge Lane , Walsall, West Midlands WS2 8PZ

Exselle

WRS

Crown

Ideal

Barclay & Co

WRS trees

Beebee &
Beebee

Walsall Riding Saddle

Walsall Riding Saddle
Company’s core saddle
brand since 1946.

Ideal’s European label
since 1986

Ideal’s core saddle
brand since 1964.

Barnsby’s models
under a new name.

Manufacturing saddle
trees since 1946.

Manufacturing saddle
trees since 1870.

Company’s export
brand since 1946.

Carbon Fibre
High-tech, lightweight
high performance
saddle trees.

